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This paper can be framed within the growing interest in the public dimension of technology design: it
proposes a framework for the public design of urban technologies by elaborating on the concepts of digital
commons, matters of concerns and engagement. The framework is discussed through the case study of a
mobility application developed within a wider project of digital commons design. We contrast a Smart City
approach and a urban computing one, and we argue that the latter is more fruitful in the long run, since it
entails elements for the establishment of forms of recursive engagement of users, who co-produce digital
commons together with technology designers as a response to their matters of concern. Applying our
framework to the design of urban technologies, we conclude that design should support collaborative
practices starting from the articulation of matters of concern to designing in a participatory way.
& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There is a growing attention to the public dimension of design,
that is the capability of designers to engage with issues that are
relevant for the society they live in (Bødker et al., 2006; DiSalvo
et al., 2014). This aspect is particularly relevant to the ﬁeld of
urban computing (Forlano, 2013), where many research projects
are tightly connected to the speciﬁc environment in which they
will be deployed. In this paper, we frame the relation between
public design and urban computing by mediating it through the
concept of digital commons: after articulating our theoretical
tenets in detail, we discuss our point of view in the light of a case
study dealing with the design of a mobility application. Our
argument is located in the problem space of current changes in
the design of digital technologies, which has shifted from focusing
on individual experiences to problematizing the social and public
dimensions of technology production and use. We focus on the
city, starting with an understanding of urban places as characterized by social relations and by the emergence of practices and
subjectivities. The complexity of such scenario is in our opinion
incompletely represented within the concept of “Smart City”, one
of the dominant narratives in the industry and governments’
perspective on the relation between digital technologies and
urban places; we believe instead that the academic discourse on
urban computing is better suited to analyse the relationship
$
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between the city and the practices occurring in it since it promotes
a focus on people, technology and spaces (Foth et al., 2011b).
On top of this grounding, we articulate a perspective on digital
commons: shared artefacts which can be taken over and selfgoverned by concerned people. We suggest that the design of
digital commons can be grounded in the concepts of “matters of
concern” and “recursive engagement”, both of which emphasize the
articulation of people concerns as part of the designers' role, thus
highlighting a fertile ground for public design. In particular, we will
discuss how publicly designed digital commons should be able to
stimulate the formation of recursive publics, which engage with the
technological and institutional elements that allow their existence
as a public, deepening their knowledge and domains of action.
We support our line of thought by discussing the case of a
mobility application that has been intended as a digital commons
and which followed a process of public design moving from the
identiﬁcation of concerns to the stimulation of engagement and the
preliminary constitution of a recursive public. More speciﬁcally, we
discuss two instantiations of the same technological artefact: one in
which the approach to engagement has been driven by a situated and
participatory perspective, in line with the urban computing approach,
and one characterized by a top-down engagement strategy, more in
line with the concept of the Smart City. In conclusion, we show how a
urban computing approach has stimulated a more sustained engagement, and we reﬂect on some lessons learned during the project.

2. From personal to public design
Over the last 40 years, methods for the design of digital
technologies have adapted to the needs and activities of the
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context in which technology was used. Starting from the 1980s, a
number of researchers have argued for the importance of human
factors in computing systems (e.g. Shneiderman, 1980). The
collaboration among experts in engineering, computer science
and psychology gave rise to the ﬁeld of human computer interaction (HCI; Card et al., 1983), which focused on performance metrics
such as efﬁcacy and efﬁciency. Their work highlighted the need for
optimizing the use of computers and introduced the concept of
usability (Nielsen, 1994). At the same time, computer supported
collaborative work (CSCW) emerged as a research ﬁeld which
investigates computers as a support for “cooperative work
arrangements” (Schmidt and Bannon, 1992), mainly focusing on
workplace settings such as ofﬁces and factories.
Over the years, there has been a growing awareness that people
should no longer be considered as mere “human factors”, but
should rather be understood as “human actors” situated in a
context and with individual characteristics and values, as Bannon
(1991) initially argued. Consequently, in the late 1990s the focus
moved from performance design towards experience design (De
Angeli et al., 2002; Hassenzahl, 2014), and from the workplace to
personal contexts. Following this line of thinking, User eXperience
(UX) became an essential part of requirements, and subjective
dimensions such as aesthetics, enjoyment, and pleasure became
relevant quality metrics (Hassenzahl and Tractinsky, 2006).
Currently we are experiencing a move from experience design
to public design, as design is increasingly dealing with complex
and diverse contexts and is addressing societal and political issues.
This shift has been referred to as the “third wave” in HCI (Bødker
et al., 2006) or “design in the wild” (Dittrich et al., 2002; Rogers,
2011; Chamberlain et al., 2012). These reﬂections highlight a need
to deﬁne how the process of public design should be achieved; in
line with DiSalvo et al. (2014), we consider public design as “a
collection of design tactics and strategies” that can have the effect
to “expose and re-imagine constraints and parameters surrounding issues and problematic situations” (p. 2405).
The basis of this approach is Dewey (1927) deﬁnition of publics
as groups of people who come together in order to trigger an action
to deal with a shared issue. In this frame, it is important to differentiate between designing for already existing publics and designing
in the public domain, where publics might be in formation (Le
Dantec and DiSalvo, 2013; DiSalvo et al., 2014). When dealing with
public formation, engagement becomes a crucial element to promote participation and proactiveness (Le Dantec and DiSalvo, 2013).
Therefore, such approach requires an understanding of the context
we are designing for, that in our case is the city.
A city can be described using two key concepts: “space”, which
relates to the structure and geometry of the physical setting, and
“place”, which refers to the use of space, characterized by experiences and interactions (Harrison and Dourish, 1996; Dourish, 2006).
Oldenburg and Brissett (1982) considered urban places as the most
important element in social life and the base of democracy, and
portrayed them as an intermediate place between the house and
the workplace. In addition, these authors argued that interactions
occurring in the urban places might in turn inﬂuence, in a recursive
process, the construction of the house and of the workplace. In this
view, the urban context represents a unique and complex social
setting inﬂuenced by culturally situated practices and ﬂows, and
characterized by the centrality of the subjects living in the city.
2.1. The Smart City
The last decade has seen the emergence of “Smart City” as a very
popular label for referring to an approach to city renewal that is
technology-pushed and corporation-driven; this vision has been
widely supported by some public administration. A noticeable
example is the European Commission which in 2012 has established

the “European Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities”. As reported by the EU, the projects funded through the Smart
City label are lead by public authorities (36%), business (26%), and
only 16% have an academic leader. The remaining part is shared
between NGOs (6%), private individuals (2%), and other entities (14%).
Since the beginning, the vision of the Smart City has been characterized by a technology-centered approach. For example, Bowerman
et al. (2000) deﬁne the Smart City as a place characterized by the
“use of advanced, integrated materials, sensors, electronics, and
networks which are interfaced with computerized systems comprised of databases, tracking, and decision-making algorithms.” (p. 1).
The urbanist Greenﬁeld (2013) has critically elaborated on how
the Smart City narrative and practices target public administrations
as potential customers of corporate-provided solutions, rather than
addressing directly the needs of people living in the cities. This
understanding deviates from a human-centred and situationoriented conceptualization of computing in the urban space. This
limitation has been highlighted by several scholars: Hollands (2008)
has pointed to the technology-pushed, neoliberal, epistemologically
problematic assumptions of several Smart City projects. Townsend
(2013) argues for a participatory approach to the Smart City, where
public ownership of urban technologies is more relevant. We agree
with these critiques and we refer to urban computing as an
alternative approach to the relation between technology and the city.
2.2. Urban computing
Urban computing can be deﬁned as the integration and activation
of digital technologies in the urban context of everyday life, stressing
the centrality of people living in the city (Paulos and Jenkins, 2005).
In the academic debate, the focus on people rather than on
technologies has been particularly stressed by the scholars who have
coined the label “Urban Informatics” to further identify an approach
posing its research questions on people, places, and technologies
(Foth et al., 2011b) and building on theories and methods from social
sciences and design disciplines (e.g. Dourish et al., 2007). In the
remainder of the paper, we will generally refer to urban computing
as the set of academic discourses on people-centred technologies in
urban places (including both the labels “Urban Informatics” and
“Urban Computing”), in contrast with the top-down, corporatepromoted approach of the Smart City.
Several researchers in the ﬁeld of urban computing agree that
the city cannot be analysed as a mere spatial container, but rather
as an action-setting place where infrastructures and practices are
intimately related (Williams and Dourish, 2006; Brynskov et al.,
2009; Dalsgaard and Halskov, 2010; Memarovic et al., 2012). In
this understanding, the city can be seen both as the place where
design takes place and as the outcome of co-production activities
performed by designers and users of technologies (Forlano, 2013).
Dourish et al. (2007) and Bassoli et al. (2007) highlighted the
relevance of mobility applications as urban computing instantiations, distinguishing two different generations. In the ﬁrst one,
mobility was seen as a problem to be solved through technology:
such problem could be in turn the disconnection of workers from a
stable situation, the dislocation and the subsequent need for
guidance, or the disruption of social situations. In the second
generation, mobility is seen as a resource, and technologies are
designed both to leverage the wealth of potential social interactions
emerging through mobility and to be able to situate themselves in
the different contexts of the city, being sensitive to the different
locations. Camacho et al. (2012) elaborated a similar argument in
relation to IT-based services currently offered in public transport;
such services appear to be increasingly passenger-centric, aiming at
making journeys more enjoyable: in this case, locality can provide
enhanced opportunities for engagement, e.g. by fostering the
exchange of information among passengers.
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In the second generation, design of mobility applications can be
intended as a deliberate intervention in the world through the
construction of technological artefacts: it can support dense experiences, the continuous innovation of the practices of living together,
the everyday interactions of people, and their engagement with
sociality and urban life. Intervening through design in the urban
context means to participate to the construction of the places
people inhabit, the things they see, the experiences they have,
and the promotion of their imagination (Forlano, 2013). However,
the process of public design is difﬁcult to achieve, document and
evaluate. Several researchers in fact report the complexity of
prototyping urban computing systems as they require building a
critical mass of participants before social behaviour can be investigated (Zimmerman et al., 2011; Chahine and Tomitsch, 2013);
furthermore, they highlight a limitation mainly related to the need
for going beyond the bootstrapping phase in order for evaluation to
be meaningful, and this is difﬁcult to achieve because of time and
budget issues of many current research projects.
The complexity of designing technologies in the city suggests
that there is a space for an interdisciplinary approach to urban
computing (Camacho et al., 2012). In particular, we believe that the
design of urban computing can support recursive dynamics, deepening the engagement of users toward collaborative practices. We
agree with the claim of Foth et al. (2011b) on Urban Informatics
being able to address issues and opportunities that go beyond the
urban dimension, tackling wider social issues. This is why we
explore the possibility to develop a public design perspective which
is supportive of alternative social practices, is oriented to the
common, enlarges the scope of human collaboration, and promotes
the strengthening of practices situated in the urban landscape.
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of digital technologies is not new, as questions on the public
responsibility of technology designers were already present in
Wiener (1954), where the author stressed how technology could
sustain social practices either oriented to liberating the subjects or to
reproducing hierarchies. To include justice in the relationship
between the commons and society at large we leverage on the more
general concept of the common (singular form), intended as the
ensemble of shared material and symbolic resources that sustains the
possibility of humankind to live together, including natural resources
and digital wealth (Hardt and Negri, 2009). If the commons are the
articulation of particular (and fruitful) institutional arrangements, the
common is a political perspective of societal transformation supporting practices of mutual sharing and collaboration that can leverage
the institutional gains and peculiarities of the commons.
The common is one of the ways through which justice can be
introduced in an account focused on procedures and organizations
like the one on the commons. To include justice as a balanced way
of distributing access to shared resources and contributing to
them, the common should be situated, thereby recognizing that
having a local perspective provides an epistemological privilege in
understanding the world, as pointed out by Haraway (1988). In a
local perspective, design comes from somewhere and not from the
detached perspective of nowhere (Suchman, 2002). In a commonoriented perspective to urban computing, the city is the place
where subjects take shape, their ability to live together is continuously constructed, and the possibilities for diversity and social
interactions multiply (Hardt and Negri, 2009). Technologies, or
digital commons as we can now consider them, become concrete
elements supporting active human agents in the shaping of their
urban environment, their subjectivities, and their life in common.
3.2. Matters of concern

3. Design framework
In order to locate our public design framework in contemporary debates on society and design, we will refer to three main
concepts: digital commons as a way to link design activities to
wider societal possibilities (Marttila et al., 2014); matters of
concern as the content of design issues (DiSalvo et al., 2014);
recursive engagement as the ability of people to take care of what
allows their existence as a group and, through this, to widen their
perspective on what they are concerned about (Kelty, 2008).
3.1. Digital commons
The way in which technologies are designed and in which they
translate an overall vision of the city as a common place are key
points in a design process. We propose the concept of commons as a
possibility to promote a renewed form of distribution of social
wealth: elaborated by the Nobel prize Elinor Ostrom, the commons
have been further discussed by many scholars, either more critically
oriented like Bollier (2008) and Bollier and Helfrich (2014), or more
liberal as Benkler (2006). More speciﬁcally, the commons is a thirdway institutional arrangement to manage speciﬁc resources, be they
natural or digital, that is neither the state or the market, but rather a
collective effort of the people directly interested in managing the
resources through means that are based on democracy more than
on hierarchies (Ostrom, 1990; Hess and Ostrom, 2007; Bollier,
2007). Typical examples of commons related to natural resources
are water, pastures, or ﬁshery seas, while typical examples of
commons related to digital resources are Wikipedia and the various
forms of Free and Open Source Software.
As observed by several social scientists, even though the commons is based on procedures that are more democratic than
hierarchical, this does not necessarily imply more justice (e.g.
Coleman, 2013; Tkacz, 2014). The attention to justice in the design

The public design framework we articulate aims at the development of digital commons through the articulation of matters of
concerns. If technology design traditionally entailed deciding how
artefacts should work or which experience they should enable,
public design starts from the premise that the boundaries of what
to be designed are blurred. In this design context, designers might
lose control over the object of design, as there can be diverse
understandings about what artefacts are for and how they should
be used (Sengers and Gaver, 2006). Designing artefacts which are
susceptible to interpretation open up opportunities for reﬂection on
what Latour (2005) deﬁned as “matters of concern”: technology and
knowledge are seen as something people are concerned about
rather than something established on “matters of fact”, the declaration of absolute reality. The focus on matters of concern stresses the
instability of technologies, their social uncertainty, and it relates
directly to people's concerns with the implications of the technology (Latour, 2005). As DiSalvo et al. (2014) pointed out, in this
understanding the role of the designers moves from “providing
solutions or initiating change” to articulating “issues and giving
form to problematic situations” (p. 2404). In this context, designers
are not only dealing with a public as an external object of
intervention, but they are actively participating to the formation
of the publics they are dealing with, both through the design
process and the resulting artefacts (Le Dantec and DiSalvo, 2013).
Several examples of how looking to the design process through
the lens of matters of concerns might trigger different interpretations of a technological artefact are currently emerging. For example, real-time ridesharing platforms such as Uber have recently
become popular as an alternative solution to public and private
transportation. Passengers, who enjoy higher ﬂexibility and lower
prices than with existing transportation services, have received the
platforms positively. In addition, non-professional drivers, who are
paid for this service, have been involved in processes of
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professionalization, like forms of unionization. On the contrary,
European taxi drivers associations see these platforms as an unfair
threat to their business and have organized several protests to
request their cease. Some governments are supporting the protests,
as a taxi service performed by non-professional drivers can be
prosecuted according to existing laws; yet, the Commissioner
responsible of the Digital Agenda for Europe has called for an
agreement between taxi drivers and the platforms.
This example shows how identifying matters of concern as
potential design themes implies tasks that are non-trivial: matters
of concern are by deﬁnition controversial, and this opportunity to give
rise to public disagreement makes the design process complicated. In
our framing, matters of concern initiate a positive engagement
towards digital commons, potentially promoting the construction of
a recursive public that can question the surrounding context.
3.3. Recursive engagement
The existence of a recursive public within Free and Open Source
software contributors has been identiﬁed by the anthropologist
Kelty (2008) as one of the key aspects of their inﬂuence in
contemporary relations of power and knowledge; other scholars
have recognized that Free and Open Source software practices can
indeed nourish the common (e.g. Bollier, 2007; Hardt and Negri,
2005). Kelty states that “a recursive public is a public that is
constituted by a shared concern for maintaining the means of
association through which they come together as a public” (p. 28):
in our perspective, recursivity is the distinguishing feature of
engagement in public design, as recursive engagement is the
capability of a public of being able to take care of the infrastructure
that allows its existence as a public. Public design should therefore
produce not only useful artefacts, but also the means for discussion, improvement, and future autonomy of the publics engaged.
Engagement can be facilitated by the creation of attachments
(Marres, 2007), a concept that can help to elaborate on participation
when designing technology (Le Dantec and DiSalvo, 2013). Marres
highlights that publics' reasons for participation are not rooted on the
expression of a popular will but on the articulation of a public issue
(Marres, 2007). This difference is especially relevant for design, since
the possibility to articulate matters of concern and discuss controversies is what differentiates publics from other kinds of actors (Le
Dantec and DiSalvo, 2013). The articulation of matters of concern
does not only allow people to identify and engage in public issues,
but it also enables the emergence of new relationships between
individuals, resources, and objects: these relationships can be deﬁned
as attachments. According to Marres (2007), attachments can be
created by means of dependency or commitment, affecting the kind
of resulting engagement. The focus on attachments should not be
understood as a dichotomy between dependency or commitment,
since for instance public participation involves a combination of both.
In the context of urban computing, the topic of engagement
covers a variety of social, professional, and technical practices (Foth
et al., 2011a); moreover, Dalsgaard and Halskov (2010) have argued
that engagement is a crucial factor in promoting the participation
and proactiveness of people. Rogers (2005) suggests that “bounded”
rather than “pervasive” technologies can foster engagement, since
they will make it easier for people to take the initiative to construct,
improve and control their interactions with the world. She claims
that this shift “requires moving from a mindset that wants to make
the environment smart and proactive to one that enables people,
themselves, to be smarter and proactive in their everyday and
working practices” (p. 418). Summarizing, we can say that Rogers
refers to what we introduced as a situated attention to “design from
somewhere” (Suchman, 2002), that can be interpreted as stimulating a recursive process among people, providing them with the
means to affect their surroundings.

We look at public engagement as a highly relational phenomenon. In particular, we identify four characteristics that help to
clarify the relations between people and a digital technology, once
they get associated through attachments: (1) the physical presence
of people in the world affects how people attribute meaning to
technology, even before a conscious sense-making process happens
(Dourish, 2004; Fritsch, 2009); (2) the use of the technology is part
of wider social practices, including also as the relations between
users and non-users (Dalsgaard and Halskov, 2010); (3) people can
be aware of being observed while engaging with the technology,
and that has implications for its actual use (Dalsgaard and Hansen,
2008); (4) the speciﬁc content of the technology affords dynamic
relations between people and the technology itself more than being
a static element (Dalsgaard and Halskov, 2010). These four elements
are part of the way through which engagement gets constructed,
they intersect with the distinction of attachments as relying upon
dependency and commitment, and help to frame attachments
through the situations in which people actually use the technology.
In the following section, we discuss a case study of public
design of digital commons in urban places where our framework
was applied, showing how our experience suggests that the
proposed approach can yield promising results.

4. The case study
The case study we reﬂect upon is the Smart Campus project,
which started almost three years ago with the goal of creating an
ecosystem that may foster students' active participation in the design
and development of services for their own campus. Basically, Smart
Campus is an instance of public design trying to stimulate the
emergence of recursive practices among its participants: referring to
the theoretical framework discussed earlier, the project can be
considered as a digital commons entailing processes of public formation through different forms of engagement. Smart Campus represents a digital commons since the software produced is released with
an open source license and the project aims at encouraging concerned
people to take charge, stimulating forms of self-governance. The ﬁnal
aim of Smart Campus was to foster “participatory development”,
intended literally as leaving the design and development to the
project participants: these therefore became a public taking care of
sustaining the existence of the project (De Angeli et al., 2014).
In our research we attempted to document, analyse and reﬂect on
speciﬁc design interventions performed during the project, a combination
of user-centred and participatory design. The project was led by a core
team (deﬁned in the following as Smart Campus Lab or Lab), whose
composition varied over time but generally included ﬁve designers, ten
developers and ﬁve members of the management. The Lab ran activities
to facilitate forms of recursive engagement that could foster the formation of a public: the association of students and people who gather
around matters of concern addressed by the designed artefacts (mainly
smartphone apps). These activities were meant to set the conditions for
the extension of the user base of the apps from the circumscribed
environment of the campus to the “wilder” context of the city.
4.1. The mobility app
In this paper, we will focus on a mobility application implemented within the Smart Campus project, since it allowed us to
investigate the same technology introduced to the city through
two different approaches. The application had two different
instantiations, ViaggiaTrento and ViaggiaRovereto, in the two cities
of Trento and Rovereto: these are located in similar cultural
contexts (the Province of Trento, in Italy), but differ in their size
and in the adopted strategies of user engagement. The way
attachments were constituted, the social practices the technology
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was part of, the way people felt observed, were all elements
differentiating the situations in Trento and Rovereto.
Geographically, Trento is a medium-sized city (115,000 inhabitants approximately), composed of an historical centre and of
several suburbs spread over the surrounding hills and along the
river Adige, thus covering a rather large territory (158 km2 approximately). The nearby city of Rovereto covers a smaller territory of
approximately 50 km2, and counts a population of less than 40 000
people (therefore, the population proportion between Trento and
Rovereto is approximately 2.75). In Trento, user engagement has
been a constantly ongoing activity, for instance with the involvement of students in the project since its very beginning through
their academic courses but it received very moderate support from
the public-administration. The approach in ViaggiaTrento has been
people-centred, relying on mobility as a resource for design and
public formation: in one word, it was a urban computing approach.
In Rovereto instead, the launch of the application was celebrated by
a press conference of the Mayor, with a massive media coverage by
the local newspapers (both elements were absent in Trento), with a
group of users that was more anonymous and distant from the
designers: brieﬂy, it was more a Smart City approach.
Our main point in the discussion of the case study is that the
different approaches to users' engagement with the apps, one
more people-centred while the other more top-down, resulted in
different trends of adoption and use, supporting the thesis that a
continuous work is more fruitful in the mid- to long-term than a
strategy based exclusively on press and broadcast communication.
Let us ﬁrstly describe how the application had been designed (see
Table 1 and Bordin et al., 2014).
4.2. Identiﬁcation of matters of concern
At the beginning of the Smart Campus project, we aimed to
identify matters of concern which could promote the emergence of a
public interested in forms of urban life oriented to the common. To
achieve this result, we applied several user-centred design (UCD)
techniques (e.g. focus groups, diaries, and workshops) to investigate
and collect the needs of the students of the local University: we were
especially interested in identifying what issues were affecting their
daily experience of academic life in order for our contribution to be
more meaningful. In other words, we aimed at understanding
students' “matters of concern”, i.e. the basis of public design as we
deﬁne it here.
This initial set of activities involved 60 bachelor and master
students. Commuting turned out to be one of the less pleasant
moments in a student's day: scientiﬁc departments and most student
accommodations are located outside the city centre, generating a
substantial trafﬁc of students typically travelling by bus. More
speciﬁcally, students reported the unreliability of transport as one
of the factors preventing them from using public transport, even
though they expressed their intention to do so. Issues included the
frequent bus delays, a generalized lack of knowledge about timetables, location of bus stops and routes of each line, together with the
absence of a unique point where to ﬁnd this information altogether.
This situation was part of a context where the quality of
transports was considered good but not exceptional by public
transport users. To provide a picture, we rely on the 2012 edition1
of the corporate social responsibility report issued by the local
transport company, which reported that 63% of local bus rides in
Trento was on time and added that, in response to an explicit request
issued by the local Municipality about reducing the cost of public
transport, they operated a general reduction of service. No information was instead provided about the situation in Rovereto. The report
1

http://goo.gl/EhSluj
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then compares such data with the quality of service perceived by
citizens, investigated through a series of interviews carried out by the
company: 300 people were interviewed over the phone, while
another 200 were interviewed in person. The ﬁrst group of people
rated the local mobility service with 6.8 out of 10 in Trento and 7.9 in
Rovereto; the second group rated it about 7.7 in both cities.
Comparing this corporate report with our set of qualitative data
we identiﬁed conﬂicting matters of concerns. While the local
transport company tends to highlight punctuality as a main strength
of the offered service, students seem to be more concerned about the
frequency of bus rides, which is perceived to be insufﬁcient since
buses are often overcrowded. Recently, this issue appeared particularly relevant for students commuting to scientiﬁc departments:
some of them started a campaign on Facebook, called “Giveme5”
(from the number of the relevant bus line) which invited students to
take pictures of overcrowded buses and publish them on the Facebook event page. Unfortunately, as reported by the students who
started the campaign (personal communication), unfavourable
meteorological conditions hampered the participation, which was
minimal. The promoters, a national students' organization, are nonetheless considering the organization of future similar campaigns.
4.2.1. Artefact design
The Lab designed the mobility application concept in Spring
2012 based on collected matters of concern. ViaggiaTrento whose
homepage is represented in Fig. 1 allows planning of trips over
different means of transport (i.e. local trains, buses, car sharing, but
also personal car and walking): by entering the departure and
arrival addresses and the intended departure time (Fig. 2), the
system suggests different travelling options. The system is able to
take into account user preferences, such as the most frequently
used means of transportation, and the characteristics of the
preferred travel, such as shortest walking distance, least number
of changes, and fastest route. Users can save their recurrent routes,
such as the path followed while commuting: by specifying a limited
time span of interest, they can receive push notiﬁcations on their
smartphone in case a delay or service interruption affects their
route. The application can also provide real-time information about
the availability of slots in the public parking lots of the urban area:
these facilities are listed by increasing distance from the automatically detected position of the user for easier consultation.
The application relies on the active participation of travellers in
order to provide real-time, accurate information about delays: users
standing at a bus stop or train station can broadcast a delay
notiﬁcation through a quick form (Fig. 3), specifying which ride they
are waiting for and how late it is. The notiﬁcation is then propagated
to all users monitoring the same ride, or whose journey would be
affected by the delay. This information is also shown on the timetables for urban and extra-urban buses and local trains (Fig. 4).
4.2.2. Beta testing
ViaggiaTrento was ﬁrst released to the students attending the
human–computer interaction (HCI) class (N¼90) at the local
Department of Information Engineering and Computer Science in
October 2012. In this way, the project was presented as a real-world
application of the approaches taught in class; at the same time, the
speciﬁc skills of these students allowed them not only to provide
feedback on the existing artefact, but also to generate, design, and
code new services for their own needs. In order to ease testing and
evaluation, we provided students with smartphones equipped with
a data plan, with the agreement that the devices had to be returned
upon graduation or withdrawal from the experimentation.
Students were involved in UCD activities, such as questionnaires, diaries, interviews and focus groups to assess the quality of
ViaggiaTrento. These activities resulted in a large amount of
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Table 1
Summary of activities in the design and evaluation of ViaggiaTrento.
Starting date

Stage

Activities

No. participants

December
Identifying matters of
2011
concern
October 2012 Beta testing

UCD activities by researchers (e.g. focus groups, diaries, workshops, questionnaires, and
interviews)
UCD activities by students (i.e. questionnaires, diaries, interviews and focus groups)

HCI'11 (N ¼ 60)

October 2013 Public release

UCD and PD activities for new apps design

HCI'12 (N ¼90); Sociology'12
(N ¼ 17)
HCI'13 (N ¼ 117); Sociology'13
(N ¼ 18)

Fig. 1. Homepage of ViaggiaTrento.

Fig. 2. Journey planning functionality.

qualitative data, which were analysed in order to derive suggestions for improvement; given the large amount of material to
process, extraction and prioritization of provided feedback was
performed by several researchers in parallel, who then met to
reconcile their ﬁndings. Filtered suggestions were then transformed into mockups and integrated into the app; proposed
functionalities included, for instance, timetable checking, which
had not been envisioned in the original design. The students'
involvement highlighted also the ambiguity of the name of the app
at the time, JourneyPlanner, that seemed abstract and delocalized.
This fact prompted the designers to change it to ViaggiaTrento, a
way of underlining its situated character.
Over the time, we focused our efforts on engaging a wider group
of users starting from the HCI students: to this end, several
communication channels were set up to associate the Lab and the
users, allowing students to directly provide their feedback to the
project team. The communication channels ranged from a forum,
social networks and a bug tracking system to personal diaries, faceto-face meetings, and questionnaires. Through these channels,
students reported technical and usability bugs, but also commented
on possible improvements and new functionalities. All these
proposals were collected and used to progressively reﬁne the apps,
accommodating the suggestions coming from the forming public.

One year later, in Fall 2013, we involved the new cohort of computer
science students attending the HCI class (N¼117) in similar activities
and under the same smartphone and data plan conditions. Activities
were in this case more oriented towards promoting the engagement of
other students and applying participatory design (PD) methodologies
rather than on applying UCD techniques to improve the design of the
apps, especially given the greater maturity of ViaggiaTrento.

4.2.3. Public release
After several months of user testing, we realized that the app
seemed to be stable and usable enough to expand its user base
beyond the initial group: therefore, we released ViaggiaTrento on
Google Play in October 2013, making it available to all citizens and
not only to students. However, the advertisement of the application
was minimal, concentrated mainly on the campus, and lead by the
Lab. In the same period, leveraging on the available technical
components, we created a customized version of the application
called ViaggiaRovereto for the nearby Municipality of Rovereto, that
requested it, soon released it on Google Play, and promoted it
through the local press. In this case, the Municipality was available
to provide us with more data: therefore, ViaggiaRovereto also
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Fig. 3. Form for delay notiﬁcations.
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involved a different group of users, thanks to the collaboration with a
technical high school in Rovereto. Many of these students commute to
this institute from all over the Province and from nearby valleys, and
some live in student houses during the week: therefore, they are in a
similar logistical condition as University students in Trento, although
they have different social and cultural practices due to their belonging
to a younger part of the population. A group of approximately 30
third-year students (16–17 years old) was therefore introduced to the
basic concepts of usability, evaluation through ﬁeld studies and
scenario prototyping; then, they were asked to try out ViaggiaRovereto
in their daily life for a month. At the end of this period, students came
up with a variety of ideas about functionalities they felt necessary,
such as the possibility of planning a journey by specifying the intended
arrival time rather than the departure time. Proposals also addressed
the interaction design of the application: for instance, one of the
students suggested prompting the user for delay notiﬁcation rather
than relying on her intrinsic motivation to actively open the relevant
form, as this would facilitate user contribution and result in increased
collaboration. The Lab indeed explored several ways of integrating the
possibility of prompting a request for notiﬁcation, for instance
investigating an application developed by another research group
which could be leveraged to serve this purpose; however, technical
reasons such as the high battery consumption of such an application
have so far prevented the implementation of the suggested feature.
Despite these interventions, the approach in Rovereto was driven
mainly by the public administration who mediated designers engagement with the public in a top-down fashion, typical of the Smart City
approach to users engagement. On the contrary, in Trento the
application emerged from the public and was only minimally supported by the public administration. In the following sections we will
present results in terms of the engagement with the two applications,
ViaggiaTrento and ViaggiaRovereto, as examples of the same digital
technology sided by two different engagement strategies.

5. Recursive engagement: analysis
To analyse engagement we look speciﬁcally at data on adoption,
trends of use, and we present a thematic analysis of people
comments on the project forum which represented the main channel
for the articulation of matters of concerns and recursive engagement.
5.1. Adoption

Fig. 4. Timetables of the local buses.

informs people about public notices regarding mobility issued by
the Municipality and concerning, for instance, detours or roadwork.
Given this context, we performed a user study in order to ﬁt the
application even more to citizens' needs: this time, however, we

Since the release of ViaggiaTrento on Google Play, the number of
active installations has grown (Fig. 5). As of 9 June 2014, we have
reached 886 active installations over 1415 total downloads (63%); the
average rating is 4.5 out of 5 with 64 reviews. This is indeed a good
result if compared with the other apps about Trento available on
Google Play2: only four of these urban mobility apps, in fact, exceed a
thousand downloads. The most downloaded one is the ofﬁcial app
developed by the local transport company and advertised on buses:
launched in January 2014, it has more than 5000 users, but shows the
very low rating of 2.7 out of 5 and rather negative comments overall.
The other three apps we take into account all have between 1 and
5000 users; however, one of them only provides information about
events in town, while the others only provide a subset of the
ViaggiaTrento functionalities (e.g. timetable checking or journey planning). The rating of all these three apps is anyway below 4 out of 5.
The positive evaluation on Google Play suggests that the
process conducted before the public release of the app, involving
students in the evaluation of the project and in the suggestion of
2
Here we rely on the data provided by Google Play, which displays the number
of downloads in terms of intervals, e.g. “less than 1.000”, or “more than 1.000”.
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Fig. 5. ViaggiaTrento installations.

new functionalities, has proven effective in achieving maturity of
the interface and of the background technical component. This can
be conﬁrmed looking at the phone carrier of the devices on which
ViaggiaTrento has been installed (Fig. 7): TIM phones are the
majority, and this can be explained by this being the carrier of
the smartphones provided to students participating in the project;
yet, we can see a steady increase in the number of ViaggiaTrento
installations on smartphones with different carriers, which is
indicative of the formation of a user population that extends
beyond the initial group of students.3
ViaggiaRovereto was released on Google Play around midOctober 2013 as well, reaching around 300 active installations
within the ﬁrst two weeks (Fig. 6). However, the number of
installations has been growing little since then, topping approximately 400, but overall remaining almost stable. As of 9 June 2014,
the app had reached 324 active installations over 660 total
downloads (49%); the average rating over 33 reviews is 4.5 out
of 5. In this case, no other app about urban mobility or urban
events appears to be available on Google Play for comparison.
Contrasting the adoption of the two applications, we can see
that despite the two applications reached the same number of
users in proportion to the population, in the case of ViaggiaTrento,
the increase in the number of installations was almost constant
until June 2014. In the case of ViaggiaRovereto instead, the number
of installations grew very rapidly in the ﬁrst days after the release;
however, it then came to a slow arrest and then steadily dropped.
5.2. Trends of use
As timetable checking was a functionality introduced after
suggestions by potential users, we are now looking at how this
functionality has been used. The chart in Fig. 8 shows that after a
peak immediately following the launch of the application, the
activity around the application is still constant. In fact, since the
release of the ViaggiaTrento app on Google Play, timetables have
been checked 1189 times. In the case of ViaggiaRovereto instead, we
realized that the timetable checking activity was very low, whereas
the most frequently used feature of the application was checking
trafﬁc-related public notices (about roadworks, detours, etc., see
Fig. 9), a functionality which was not available in ViaggiaTrento.
3
According to AGCOM, the national authority on communication, TIM and
Vodafone own approximately 30% of the market share, Wind 23%, and Tre 10%.

A similar pattern can be noticed focusing on the more collaborative functionality of the two apps, delay notiﬁcations. Similarly
to the charts about the number of apps installations (Figs. 5 and 6),
we can see that ViaggiaRovereto's user base is indeed little lively in
the use of this functionality (Fig. 11): their involvement appears to
fade progressively after some time after the public release of the
app. In the case of ViaggiaTrento instead, we witness once more the
existence of a consolidated user base contributing content to the
app (Fig. 10). Although these differences, it is interesting to notice
how citizens used both applications especially to broadcast transport delays during disruptive events, such as a transport strike on
December 2013 or a snowstorm at the end of January 2014.

5.3. Articulation of matters of concerns
The different level of engagement between the users of the two
apps is reﬂected also by the dialogue between the Lab and users,
which was channelled through an online forum and virtual diaries
where students wrote comments regarding all of the Smart Campus
apps. The forum was opened on 7 November 2012 and, by 18 June
2014, it contained a total number of 92 threads and 382 replies about
ViaggiaTrento and 2 threads and 3 replies about ViaggiaRovereto. The
ﬁrst diary entry was written on October 2012: 115 entries here
concern ViaggiaTrento and 15 concern ViaggiaRovereto. ViaggiaTrento
users have been largely more active in communication than ViaggiaRovereto ones. We will now analyse the content of forum threads about
ViaggiaTrento in particular, as they constitute the most lively source,
although in the last months there seems to be an increasing
occurrence of posts which end up with an issue which is not answered
by anyone, or suggestions which do not receive any feedback.
After performing a thematic analysis (Smith, 1992) of the posts in
the forum, we identiﬁed seven main content categories: usability
issues, suggestions, device issues, bug reporting, data issues, help
request, and communications (see Table 2). Usability issues contain
problems related to information architecture, data visualization, and
interaction design; and suggestions contain proposals on how to
improve existing functionalities or add new ones. Device issues are
due to the smartphone on which the app was running and include
errors such as faulty internet connection or GPS localization; bug
reporting refers to posts where users describe issues due to app ﬂaws;
data issues are related to inconsistent or outdated data; help requests
are related to posts in which users required additional information on
how to use a feature or functionality; communications mainly
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Fig. 6. ViaggiaRovereto installations.

Fig. 7. ViaggiaTrento installations over time per carrier.

concerns messages from the Lab, such as those informing about new
features or upgrades of the app, and very few from users.
Table 2 illustrates the number of threads in the forum, along with
number of replies, distributed per category. Usability issues and
suggestions are the categories which generate the highest interaction:
this is probably due to the fact that these are the two categories that
most involve the users and challenge designers and developers. It is in
fact through usability issues and suggestions that users can indicate
how to improve existing functionalities by referring to daily life
situations and without referring to more “technical” matters. In some
case, these suggestions were posted together with mockups of the
interface, a sign of strong engagement. On the contrary, communication and clariﬁcation are the most unidirectional categories: replies are
very short, if any, and no proper discussion is ever engaged.
The forum served as the main locus for the collaborative
articulation of students’ matters of concern. Under this interpretation, we can notice two interesting aspects in the use of the forum.
First, comments regarding usability, device and data issues become
less relevant over time, while comments proposing new functionalities become increasingly frequent. Also, as the applications
became more mature, developers progressively tried to actively
involve users into the implementation. In the last months, developers explicitly invite people to contribute by implementing

solutions to the bugs they spotted or by improving existing
functionalities. However, no user has picked up on these invitations
in the case of ViaggiaTrento, while participatory development has
been achieved in the case of other apps built in the Smart Campus
project (De Angeli et al., 2014).
The second interesting point regards the topic of the messages.The
speciﬁc problems or suggestions emerging in the forum refer to the
wider context in which the use of technology is taking place,
envisioning both the enlargement of the potential providers of
information, or opening up political or institutional issues. Looking
at the content of the suggestions, we can see how, e.g. a student
suggested to include bus drivers as providers of information, drawing
upon an experience of cancelled buses: “There were a lot of us in Povo
[the suburb where the scientiﬁc departments are located] today,
blocked by snow, and the buses were not circulating because they
had no snow chains. An imperative, a priority for Journey Planner [ﬁrst
name of the app], would be to allow Trentino Trasporti [the local
transport company] ﬁrst, or the bus drivers themselves, to send
notiﬁcations and messages to the users.” [7 December 2012, “Communications!”]. In another example, referring to data quality, one of
the Lab members made explicit political issues with the local transport
company: “Unfortunately it is not a matter of technology, but merely a
political one: Trentino Trasporti still does not give us their data despite
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Fig. 8. Total timetable checks in ViaggiaTrento.

Fig. 9. Public notices checks in ViaggiaRovereto.

our pressures and the municipality of Trento ones.” [11 December
2012, “Communications!”]. Another example highlight the priority for
students to have information about full buses: “According to me, as it
is something that happens daily, it would be useful to be able to
broadcast the fact that a bus is full (e.g. the n.5 at 8:01am) and that is
thus impossible to board.” [19 March 2013, “Indicate full buses”]. These
examples point to the institutional and political context surrounding
the adoption and use of ViaggiaTrento, letting us move to the
discussion of the presented results in the light of the approach of
public design of digital commons that we are proposing here.

6. Discussion
We have described a case study that deals with two very similar
technological artefacts, ViaggiaTrento and ViaggiaRovereto, showing how
they have been deployed with two different approaches: in the case of
ViaggiaTrento, users (and students in particular) have been constantly

engaged since the initial phase of the project, with practices that
developed toward being participatory; in the case of ViaggiaRovereto,
the application was promoted by the local Municipality and through
broadcast communication. We have summarized these two approaches
through the dichotomy between urban computing and Smart City, the
former people-centred, the latter more top-down. The two approaches
have brought to different results in terms of engagement.
6.1. Summary of results
Both approaches led to the same user base in proportion to the
city population. However, if in Trento we see a growing number of
active installations, in Rovereto we recognize a peak followed by a
decrease. This suggests that the urban computing approach,
nurturing the relation between designers and people, has proven
more effective in sustaining recurrent use. We also wish to highlight how a constant engagement allowed us to go beyond the
bootstrapping phase of the ViaggiaTrento adoption and to observe
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Fig. 10. Delay notiﬁcations in ViaggiaTrento.

Fig. 11. Delay notiﬁcations in ViaggiaRovereto.

a more mature, consolidated situation with respect to what
reported by Zimmerman et al. (2011) and Camacho et al. (2012)
or Chahine and Tomitsch (2013), who instead discuss situations
that have a smaller scale and show some limitations (e.g. project
participants were paid in Zimmerman et al., 2011).
The difference between ViaggiaTrento and ViaggiaRovereto emerges
also in relation to the production of new information (i.e. digital
commons). In fact, in Trento more than in Rovereto, delay notiﬁcations
entails a social practice of collaboration which results in the provision of
information that is not even available to the local transport company
itself. Such information can establish a new set of relations both among

people, who contribute to the well-being of the overall population of
bus users, and between people and the city itself, as stressed by
scholarly literature: e.g. Casey (2003) found that the availability of
real-time data signiﬁcantly increases the use of public transport, while
Zimmerman et al. (2011) states that it can foster bootstrapping of urban
computing mobility projects by supplementing a static dataset.
Although there can be issues of reliability and trust in the quality of
provided information (Chahine and Tomitsch, 2013; Zimmerman et al.,
2011), in our case the relevance in both places of external events, like
the cited strike and snow storm, seems to indicate that the data
provided by users are of good quality.
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Table 2
Themes on ViaggiaTrento in the Smart Campus forum.
Theme

Deﬁnition

Threads

Replies

Usability issues
Suggestions
Device issues
Bug reporting
Data issues
Help request
Communications

Problems related to information architecture, data visualization and interaction design
Ways to improve existing functionalities or add new ones
Runtime errors related to technical problems
Errors related to software ﬂaws
Problems related to inconsistent or outdated data
Information request on how to use a feature or functionality
General communications from the Smart Campus project or from users

16
21
21
17
8
5
4

117
108
80
28
33
10
6

In addition, the participation of users in the discussions going
on in the forum, with a signiﬁcant disproportion between Trento
and Rovereto, points to the fact that the engagement strategy
adopted in Trento has been more fruitful in sustaining participation in the shaping of the application itself. Moreover, it shows
that there is indeed a group of people who are willing to engage in
activities that can turn them into a public, since the existence of a
group deeply concerned with the issue at stake is the precondition
for any kind of design that aims to sustain the formation of a
public. These are the three main results in relation to the literature
on urban computing we presented before, and they suggest that a
urban computing approach helps to achieve better results in terms
of sustained user engagement than a Smart City one, which
however is faster and less expensive.
6.2. On public design of digital commons
If we do an interdisciplinary exercise, and we try to read these
results through the framework of public design of digital commons, we can see a larger picture, that helps us to elaborate
general design suggestions. We begin this interdisciplinary exercise with the concept of the common, intended as the ensemble of
the material and symbolic resources that allow human beings to
be together (Hardt and Negri, 2009). We have already pointed out
how the provision of real-time information contributes to promoting the use of public transport (Zito et al., 2011; Casey, 2003). This
nourishes the common as it helps intervening on the environment,
the ensemble of our shared material resources.
Furthermore, the delay notiﬁcation functionality is also interesting in terms of the institutional arrangements supporting the
common, that are the commons. Delay notiﬁcations are constituted
as information collaboratively produced and easily accessible, one
of the two basic components of the commons (Hess and Ostrom,
2007): the shared resource here is the information spread through
the application rather than the application itself. In a commonoriented perspective, technologies enable the construction of social
relations and not only the isolated/individualized access to services.
Moreover, if we look at the conversation that unfolded through
the forum, we can see how the application was part of a collaborative
effort between the Lab and the users’ population. Even though it did
not go through a full participatory development process as it
happened for other applications developed in the Smart Campus
project (De Angeli et al., 2014), collaboration was going on in the
design phase of ViaggiaTrento, with a trend that moved from
comments on actual functionalities (e.g. bug reporting) to proposals
of future functionalities. The forum acted therefore as one of the
ways through which users could participate in shaping ViaggiaTrento
according to their needs, expressing their matters of concern (DiSalvo
et al., 2014). Summarizing, in a common-oriented perspective, the
technologies designed nourish the common through the construction of social relations, and technologies themselves become the
objects of collaborative production, that are the digital commons.
Participation is, therefore, the building block of public design.
When reading the process that supported such kind of complex
engagement, we can recognize more elements of the theoretical

framework we illustrated. In fact, the way requirements were
collected made it possible to build up the Smart Campus applications intercepting students' concerns. As we noticed, the relevance
of transport is grounded on the physical location of many students'
accommodations, one of the main characteristics of engagement
with technology (Fritsch, 2009). In particular, the general need for
more information on public transport was detailed by speciﬁc
concerns on ﬁnding such information and required the engagement
of the public transport company to provide accurate data and to
participate in the notiﬁcation of delays.
It has already been stressed how the trends of adoption and use
of ViaggiaTrento and ViaggiaRovereto reﬂect the different engagement strategies in the two locations, participatory and continuous in
Trento and top-down in Rovereto. We also described how the Lab has
been, in the last period of our observation, less interested in
sustaining a dialogue in the forum. Despite this, we are not witnessing a signiﬁcant decrease in the number of installations or of delay
notiﬁcations: we can thus infer that users' engagement does not rely
mainly on the attention of the Lab, but rather on an established social
practice, something the users engage in due to its speciﬁc capability
to support their everyday life. This enriches the picture: public design
of digital commons should include an initial phase of deep commitment by the designers, to promote the emergence of sustained
engagement of users and of collaborative social practices. Once
collaboration is established, the designer commitment can start to
decrease.
To summarize, this discussion has focused on how a common
oriented perspective was promoted and established constructing
the conditions for speciﬁc social practices to emerge. Moreover, we
have two different forms of digital commons: the shared amount
of information on delays and the application as the focus of
conversations and discussions. The engagement in such practices
has been sustained by intercepting and supporting users' everyday
concerns, which are not only conﬁned to the students' population,
but rather span to the population of bus passengers as witnessed
by our data on usage trends and phone carriers.
That helps us claim that public design of digital commons should
focus on technologies that nourish the common and the social relations
able to make the technology itself an object of collaborative production; this can be achieved through participation and by addressing
people's concerns in design, with a deep initial commitment of the
designer, in order to promote the emergence of public engagement and
collaboration that can sustain a digital commons despite a declining
commitment of the designers. When applied to urban technologies, as
in our case, such approach contrasts top-down narratives like the one
on the Smart City, aligning the results of our work with an intention
shared by many observers (Townsend, 2013; Hollands, 2008).
We are aware that questions remain about the ability of the
approach to scale to contexts wider than the locality of a speciﬁc
city, as any city has its own peculiarities in terms of serendipitous
encounters and forms of sociality. Nevertheless, in our approach the
co-construction of the city by designers, technologies, and people,
as discussed by Forlano (2013), is oriented not only to the public
dimension but acquires also a potential for nourishing the common.
This task is not only intellectually worth but socially important.
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7. Conclusions
At the beginning of this paper, we framed our contribution as
part of a shift in the design of digital technologies that is more and
more oriented toward the public dimension of social life. The urban
context, in particular the focus on urban places, has helped us to
introduce the framework of public design of digital commons. In
this framework, design begins with what concerns people to
stimulate forms of recursive engagement able to make people more
and more engaged with the technology designed until they take
over design and development of the technology itself.
To discuss our framework, we referred to the Smart Campus
project, intended to favour collaborative and participatory practices
of design and development of urban digital technologies. Moreover,
our comparison of a urban computing and a Smart City engagement
strategy paved the way for a discussion that helped us suggest key
points for the public design of digital commons. In particular, we
highlighted two aspects: ﬁrst, public design of digital commons
should target technologies that allow the emergence of social
relations able to make the technology itself an object of collaborative practices, thus nourishing the common. Such goal can be
achieved addressing directly people's matters of concern through
an initially sustained engagement on the designer side.
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